
Built for any size healthcare organization

The beauty of androsPathway* is that it takes all healthcare organizations 
into account. Regardless of the size or maturity of your network, this 
cloud-based tool is designed to adapt to your unique needs.

A comprehensive, unified path for 
the CMS application 

The journey to launch a Medicare Advantage 
provider network begins with a single step: 
the CMS application. Unfortunately, that step 
is often fraught with inefficiencies, errors, and 
miscommunication. androsPathway* is here 
to provide healthcare organizations with a 
singular, step-by-step collaborative workflow 
tool designed for gathering and managing 
data on the path to approval.

androsPathway*  

Clients with multiple applications will benefit from a 
singular point-of-entry technology that shares responses 
and documents across contracts, saving busy teams 
valuable time and resources.

First-time CMS applicants will find an easy-to-use, 
comprehensive system—a“process in a box”—that 
eliminates redundant or disparate systems, organizing 
all relevant materials in one place.

Whether you’re building a new Medicare 
Advantage provider network or expanding an 
existing one, androsPathway* is here to help 

you achieve CMS approval.



Learn more about us at andros.co  
or contact us at info@andros.co

Increases efficiency: androsPathway* provides a 
single point of interaction that enables disparate 
teams to share, approve, and manage attestation 
responses and supporting documentation. Real-time 
progress reporting helps easily identify and assign 
next steps, and the completely cloud-based system 
makes historical submission records available for 
reference in future applications.

Improves communication and collaboration: 
androsPathway* creates a unified platform that 
connects all teams. It easily assigns tasks and 
responsibilities and generates comprehensive 
dashboards to manage the application process in 
one place. A fully transparent comment, response 
and approval process keeps all team members on 
task and helps avoid any threats to approval.

Quality and compliance check: androsPathway* 
uses a two-assignee methodology to ensure 
accountability and quality. By tracking all tasks in one 
place—complete with a full audit trail—the system 
reduces the possibility of missed steps or incomplete 
documentation. Manage as many or as few of the 
steps along the way as you like. It’s all up to you.

How androsPathway* gets you across the finish line

With affordable, scalable packages designed 
to serve all healthcare organizations, 

androsPathway* is the tool you need on your 
journey to CMS approval. 


